mGuide MP2‐SKC.Synchroniser
Device Diagram
1. LCD display
2. Down button to adjust the channel
3. Up button to adjust the channel
4. Power button
5. Sync interface and Micro‐USB charging port
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Synchronisation process

 Connect the DCH‐12U/24U charger to the power supply.
 Insert mGuide Pellegrino2 receivers/transmitters in the charger. Leave one free slot in the
charger for the mGuide MP2‐SKC synchroniser

 Start mGuide MP2‐SKC by pressing and holding the power button for about 3 seconds (4).
 After starting the synchroniser, select the channel synchronisation mode:
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a) Off mode – mGuide Pellegrino2 devices will turn off automatically after synchronisation.
b) ‐ Use the ‘‐‘ and ‘+’ (2.3) buttons to select the desired channel on which the devices
should work.
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‐ Press and hold the ‘‐‘ and ‘+’ buttons simultaneously for about 3 seconds to confirm the
selected channel (LCD display should stop flashing).

b) On mode – mGuide Pellegrino2 devices will turn on automatically after synchronisation.
‐ Use the ‘‐‘ and ‘+’ (2.3) buttons to select the desired channel on which the devices should
work (LCD display should continue to flash).
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 After selecting the channel synchronisation mode, insert mGuide MP2‐SKC in a free slot in
the charger. The LCD displays on the devices will flash quickly (approx. 5 times). The flashing
will stop, which means a correctly conducted channel synchronisation process in mGuide
Pellegrino2 devices.

Red LEDs in the charger: devices are charging
Green LEDs in the charger: devices are charged

 After 5 minutes of synchronisation, mGuide MP2‐SKC will turn off automatically and start
charging if it is still inserted in the charger.
mGuide MP2‐SKC can be removed from the charger immediately after channel synchronisation and
turned off by pressing and holding the power button for about 3 seconds (4).
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